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EDITING MINOR WRITERS
The Case of
Laetitia Pilkington and
Mary Barber
A. C. Elias, Jr.

uring the past twenty years the focus of many scholars'
I attention has begun shifting away from the so-called
SS?major authors—Shakespeare, Milton, Swift, Pope, and a
handful of others who seem to tower above their contemporar
ies—toward a variety of lesser but arguably more representative
figures of the times, people who can tell us something about
readership and publishing, popular culture and tastes, relations
between the sexes, class attitudes, and other phenomena
necessary for a fuller and more accurate assessment of the
printed word and its workings in English. Amid the resulting
ferments and excitements, it is easy to overlook the problem of
editing these lesser but sometimes equally instructive authors.
Formerly, it went without saying, a major writer like Pope
or Swift received full scholarly attention. We all know the
drill. The editor traces, dates and compares all the surviving
early manuscripts and editions, constructs a stemma or line of
textual descent, and then machine-collates a sufficient number
of copies from each key edition to identify stop-press correc129
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tions and other signs of authorial revision. He or she then
chooses his copy text, the edition or manuscript that seemingly
comes closest to the author's intentions, and from it constructs
an optimum critical text that, he hopes, best represents what
the author had in mind for the work. After all, a Pope or
Swift merits real care. For annotating this critical text—making
all its references and allusions fully intelligible to the modern
reader—the responsible editor performs comparable feats of
research with archival materials, contemporary publications, and
the sizeable secondary literature that has built up over the
years.
For minor writers, the job of editing was much simpler.
Since we know that a Pope and a Swift are complex figures
writing complex literature drawing from complex personal,
political, cultural and literary backgrounds, editing them
requires genuine care. By contrast, we have assumed that a
Mary Barber, a Stephen Duck, a Laurence Whyte, or a Laetitia
Pilkington are simple and unambiguous types, writing simple
and unambiguous work that just as clearly would not require
special care. With a few exceptions—Wilmarth Lewis's Horace
Walpole first comes to mind, along with Robert Halsband and
Isobel Grundy's Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, both based on
textually straightforward autographs—the traditional approach
has been to reprint what seems to be the best early text
(without the folderol of stemmata, collations, and the like), add
a few explanatory notes, and preface the whole with an
introduction in which one points out some of the writer's
foi^otten virtues while congratulating both reader and writer
for one's condescension in making the work available once
again. Anything further is an option, not a necessity; an
additional condescension, not a duty: a work of intellectual
supererogation. But now that we have begun to recognize
more value and interest in lesser authors, both extrinsic and
intrinsic, it is time to reconsider the way we want them edited.
Even on the face of it, the old attitudes seem chiefly designed
to perpetuate themselves. When Swift cracks a joke, we can
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count on Harold Williams or Herbert Davis or one of their
annotating successors to explain what it refers to, its back
ground and nuance and literary source, and otherwise show us
exactly what is amusing about it. When the joke comes from
Swift's young countrymen William Dunkin or Robert
Jephson—assuming they are edited at all—we are lucky to find
even a brief stab at explanation. The result is to confirm our
expectations, our sense of the great gulf fixed between the
so-called major authors and the crowd of nonentities begging
before their gates.
In the period from 1985 to 1993 I had occasion to ponder
these questions—more accurately, have my nose rubbed in
them—while editing the three-volume autobiography of Swift's
friend Laetitia Pilkington. Once we can establish a proper text,
the Pilkington Memoirs reveal themselves in places to be a work
of surprising, and surprisingly modern, literary merit. Once
properly evaluated, their vignettes of Swift, Colley Gibber,
Samuel Richardson, and other contemporaries offer the scholar
a mine of useful information. Once the facts are sifted from
the fictionalizing, and the interesting detritus under the rug
swept back out again, we also find we have a three-dimensional
case study of what it was like to be an intelligent woman in the
eighteenth century, from the courted young girl to the model
wife and mother, and from thence to the struggling divorcee.
In all cases the operative word is once. What I first planned as
a three-quarters full-dress edition—while thinking myself pretty
big in proposing so much—soon grew, of necessity, into the real
thing. Along the way I had to learn something about Mrs.
Pilkington's early friend and patron Mary Barber, the Dublin
poet and woollen-draper's wife. Meanwhile, late in 1992, when
I was nearly finished, the British academic Bernard Tucker
brought out an edition of Mrs. Barber's poems, cleaving to the
traditional straight-and-narrow for editing minor writers.^ It is
' The Poetry of Mary Barber? 1690-1757, ed. Bernard Tucker (Lewiston; Edwin
Mellen Press, 1992).
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not my purpose here to attack Tucker. As an independent in
the academic world, like a private in the army, I have learned
to salute everything that moves. But I think that the different
roads taken in editing the two Irishwomen may illustrate a few
of the issues at stake.
Let us consider the problem of texts. Technically, one of
Mrs. Pilkington's great stylistic achievements is her skill at
making past conversations come alive, her ability to slide from
paraphrase to indirect quotation to direct quotation and back
again, with just the right timing and phrasing for the conversa
tional punch line. Had I made the usual assumption about
editions and made my copy text the last London printings in
her lifetime, I would have sacrificed much of her conversational
ease exactly as her last editor, Jacob Isaacs, had done in 1928.^
Originally, her first two volumes of memoirs had been printed
for her in Dublin, then reprinted in London—once for volume
n, two times for volume 1. Each time, it turns out, her London
publisher Ralph Griffiths seems to have engaged a press
corrector, or in-house editor, to go through her work to tone
down some of her colloquialisms, regularize her phrasing, and
remove contractions from the dialogue she gives ("'tis"
corrected to "it is," "don't" corrected to "do not," and so on).
The results are often wooden. Further research confirmed that
Mrs. Pilkington remained all this time in Dublin, far from the
scene of the revisions. She even wrote to her friend Richardson
not long afterward asking how the book succeeded in London,
as if she had no other means of knowing.^ Generally, the
^ Memoirs of Mrs Letitia Pilkington 1712-1750, ed. J. Isaacs with introduction by Iris
Barry (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1928), 24, claiming to print from "the earhest
editions." For the text of Mrs. Pilkington's first volume, the most celebrated of
the three, Isaacs in fact used the 1749 second London edition (the fourth overall),
and for her second he used an even later source, the 1776 Dubhn reprint. Only
for her Volume IH did he follow the earhest and best edition, pubhshed by her son
Jack in London during 1754.
' The Correspondence of Samuel Richardson, Author of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir
Charles Grandison, Selected from the Original Manuscripts, Bequeathed by Him to His
Family, ed. Anna Laetitia Barbauld (London: 1804), II, 157 (28 May 1749).
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London revisions incorporate little or no inside information.
But could I be certain that Mrs. Pilkington had had no hand in
them, directly or by proxy? In the end I found it necessary to
sit down at the mechanical collator at Penn and compare
multiple copies of each lifetime edition—thanks to the help of
Daniel Traister, who arranged to borrow extra copies from
other libraries. To make a long story short, there were no
signs of authorial input. But a moral emerged even so. I found
the correct copy text for my edition only because I had taken
the trouble to do edition-to-edition and copy-to-copy collations,
alongside some bio-bibliographical research about the books'
background. Laetitia Pilkington may not be a literary giant,
but it does not pay to edit her less carefully. The differences
are those of scale, not kind. Counting each separately printed
volume separately, we have only nine different typesettings of
her memoirs before 1800, while for Swift's prose alone the total
must run a good fifteen or twenty times higher. As for the
secondary literature that has built up over the years—an Augean
stable to challenge each new aspiring hero of literary scholar
ship—Swift's must outweigh hers by at least a hundred to one.
With Mary Barber's poems the textual situation is almost
certainly more complicated than for Mrs. Pilkington. In his
recent edition. Tucker informs us that he follows the "Bodleian
copy" (unclear which one of three copies located there by
ESTC) of Mary Barber's quarto Poems on Several Occasions,
London, dated 1734. This was her well-known subscription
edition, the first of two printings of her sole collection of
verse—certainly the most logical edition by the traditions of
minor-author editing."^ Tucker's choice may prove right in the
* As part of its own projected edition of Mary Barber—scheduled for autumn 1997,
to be edited by J. Paul Hunter for the Oxford University Press series "Women
Writers in English, 1350-1850"—the Brown University Women Writers Project has
been distributing to purchasers a printout draft-in-process transcribed from a copy
of the familiar quarto subscribers' edition of the Poems (information courtesy Juha
Flanders, WWP Textbase Editor, February 1995). Where Tucker used a copy at
the Bodleian, the WWP transcribed the copy at the Huntington Library (shelfmark
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end, but meanwhile questions remain. Why not use the octavo
reprint, the commercial edition dated a year later, containing (as
it turns out) a scattering of corrections and minor revisions?
Despite the difference in imprint dates it was set up so soon
after the quarto that some of the same printer's ornaments
recur in the same places in the text. And the author can be
placed in London at the time.^ Tucker pays even less attention
to earlier editions of individual poems, which are easily traced
in Foxon; to the poems that had previously appeared in
miscellanies (including a group of six printed in the Tunbridge
Wells collection for 1730% which are traceable through the
unknown to the WWP, 83365 according to the Eighteenth-Century Short Title
Catalogue). Unlike Tucker, who prints only a sampling of the subscribers' names
and omits many of the poems contributed by friends and acquaintances of the
author's, the WWP transcript reproduces everything in the quarto volume, albeit
with the subscribers' Est in the earher state with only nine late subscribers' names
as opposed to the 33 on the cancel leaf described by ESTC.
^ Except for its date, the octavo edition bean the same title and imprint: Poems
on Several Occasions (London: Printed for C. Rivington, at the Bible and Crown
in St. Paul's Churchyard. M.DCC.XXV). For repeating ornaments at the same
places in the text, see the headpiece at quarto 40 and octavo 80, and the tailpieces
at quarto 27 and octavo 27, quarto 37 and octavo 37, quarto 98 and octavo 100,
quarto 230 and octavo 237, and quarto 232 and octavo 239. Samuel Richardson
was the printer, but in Samuel Richardson; Master Printer (Ithaca, 1950; rpt.
Westport: Greenwood Press, 1977), 114-15 and 148-9, Wilham M. Sale, Jr., fails
to note the near-simultaneous appearance of the two editions. The earliest
advertisement for the original subscribers' quarto, in the Daily Journal for 4 Jtme
1735, mentions that "A Neat Edition" of the same in octavo "is just Printed off"
and will soon be available. The poor author, meanwhile, was reported laid up
with gout in London all that spring and early summer; see The Correspondence of
Jonathan Swift, ed. Sir Harold Williams [and David WooUey] (Oxford, 1963-65;
rpt. corr. Oxford: Clarendon, 1965-72), IV, 332-3, 372.
' Tunbrigialia: Or, Tunbridge Miscellanies, for the Year 1730 (London, 1730), 4 ["To
Dr. Lynch, on his Excellent Sermon preach'd at Ttmbridge-Wells Aug. 23 1730"];
5 ["An Epigram on the same Occasion"]; 10 ["Occasion'd by seeing two
Subscribers wanting to fill up a Raffle for Addison's Works"]; 11 ["Written upon
the Rocks at Tunbridge"], 14 ["Upon seeing Lady Betty Germain do a generous
humane Action at Tunbridge-Wells"]; and 16-17 ["An Apology for the Clergy,
who were at Ttmbridge-Wells when the Minister read Prayers"]. The first text
allows us to identify the "Reverend Dr. L—" addressed in the collected Poems,
141. He is the Rev. John Lynche, D.D. (1698-1760), a well-cormected gentleman
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Boys-Mizener first-line index at the University of Kansas; and
to early manuscript and newspaper versions, which are traceable
through other first-line indexes and catalogues. As I reported
at the Third Munster Swift Symposium in 1994, the textual
differences are often striking. Taken as a group, the early texts
sound like the work of a middle-class merchant's wife—which,
after all, is what Mary Barber was. The collected versions speak
in accents noticeably less colloquial and more genteel—much
more conventional as poetry, though to my own ear, at least,
less interesting and individual.^ Which versions should the
editor choose as copy text.' In her Memoirs Laetitia Pilkington
reports group editing sessions in Dublin—at the house of Swift's
friend Patrick Delany—for the purpose of "correcting these
undigested Materials" for presentation in Mrs. Barber's collected
Poems volume. Besides Delany and Mrs. Pilkington, the group
included Mrs. Pilkington's husband Matthew (the parson and
poet), their friend Constantia Grierson (the press corrector,
poet, and classical scholar), and sometimes, she says. Dean Swift
himself. There can be no doubt that Mrs. Barber approved the
final product, but to what extent do the revisions reflect her
work? The one person whom Mrs. Pilkington does not place
at the editorial meetings is Mary Barber herself.' Indeed, during
the four and one half years between the first signs of planning
and the book's final appearance, Mrs. Barber had been away in
England for all but eleven or twelve months, revisiting Dublin
only from September 1732 until August or September 1733.
Her closest friend in the editorial group, Constantia Grierson,
died in early December 1732—giving the pair a bare two
from Kent who became Dean of Canterbury a year after the sermon Mrs. Barber
celebrates. See under Lyncbe in John and J. A. Venn, Alumni Cantabrigienses, Part
I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922-27).
' See Ebas, "Senatus Consultum: Revising Verse in Swift's Dublin Cbcle,
1729-1735," hithcomingin Proceedings of the Third Munster Symposium on Jonathan
Swift, ed. Hermann J. Real (Munich: Wilbebn Fink).
' The Third and Last Volume of the Memoirs of Mrs. Laetitia Pilkington (London,
1754), 65-7.
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months of overlap.' Like Delany and like Swift, who said he
found in her work "a true poetical Genius," we know that Mrs.
Grierson already admired Mary Barber's verse. No matter how
they may have brushed the verse up, chronology and common
sense suggest it was the early versions that first attracted them.
Even if we ignore the early texts with Tucker, the Barber
quarto of 1734 presents problems in itself—problems that are
only soluble by copy-to-copy collations and a far wider search
than I have attempted. For one thing, the imprint date is
wrong. The volume was advertised as "In the Press" as early as
October 1733. The following May, in 1734, Mary Pendarves
reported Mrs. Barber ready to publish "about a month hence."
But so far as I can determine, the book did not actually appear
until a full year later, in May or June 1735.^° Probably we can
' The first clear sign that Mary Barber was preparing to collect and publish her
poems by subscription comes in Swift's letter to her of 23 February 1731,
suggesting arrangements and noting some progress so far. She had been in England
since the previous summer. See Swift, Correspondence, EI, 439-40, 394. For her
return to Ireland in 1732, see The Autobiography and Correspondence of Mary
Granville, Mrs. Delany, ed. Lady Llanover (London, 1861-62), I, 372 (6 September);
for her departure again for England about a year later, in company with Mrs.
Pilkington on board the Dublin Yacht, see Swift, Correspondence, IV, 186 (30 July
1733), The Memoirs of Mrs. Laetitia Pilkington (Dublin, 1748),1, 125, and the Dublin
Evening Post for 7/11 August and 25/29 Sept. (Yacht sailings on 8 August and 22
September). For the death of Constantia Grierson on 2 December 1732, probably
from tuberculosis, see Elias, "A Manuscript Book of Constantia Grierson's," Swift
Studies 1 (1987): 36, 44-5.
Daily Journal, 20 Oct. 1733—"In the PRESS, And will be speedily Pubfish'd,
(Having been delay'd by the Author's Want of Health)"—first noted by Sir Harold
Williams in Swift, Correspondence, IV, 333n; Mrs. Delany, I, 473 (28 May 1734).
From 19 December 1734 through 27 February 1735 advertisements in the Daily
Journal claimed that the volume would be ready for subscribers "the Fhst of next
March," but the earhest pubUcation armouncement I have found (again in the Daily
Journal) dates from 4 June 1735. An oft-quoted letter of 10 May from Arm
Donellan to Swift, reporting that "her [Mrs. Barber's] poems are generally greatly
liked" except by "a few severe critics" (Swift, Correspondence, IV, 332-33), may
reflect reactions to whatever poems she had been showing people prior to
pubhcation, to drum up subscriptions. In her verses "To a Lady, who commanded
me to send her an Accoimt in Verse, how I succeeded in my Subscription," 275-83,
the Poems volume indeed concludes with a long burlesque description of various
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attribute part of this delay to Mrs. Barber's arrest in February
1734, on the information of her former friend Matthew
Pilkington, for her part in publishing Swift's Epistle to a Lady
a few weeks before." Something certainly interrupted the
Barber printing process, and by the time her volume finally
appeared it contained several poems about events in the summer
and fall of 1734, well after the targeted publication date. Did
they replace something taken out of the volume.' In the three
or four copies I have seen, I find no obvious cancels beyond a
late addition to the subscribers' list. Nor do I notice any
sudden changes in type style, headlines, or ornaments—no
physical signs of the interruption, which we know took place.
We are left with a mystery. Until someone undertakes a more
thorough search and comparison of surviving copies, we stand
little chance of solving it." Choice of text may determine
people's reactions (some harsh) to poems that the author had been circulating this
way.
" For a full account, see John Irwin Fischer, "The Govermnent's Response to
Swift's An Epistle to a Lady," Philological Quarterly 65 (1986): 39-59. Charges
against her were not dropped tmtil Trinity term 1735, about the time her Poems
finally appeared.
The same situation holds true with Mrs. Barber's tmcollected works, early verse
that she did not print with her volume as well as poems that she composed too
late to include. Ignoring the first category altogether. Tucker notes some poetry
on her gout printed in Gentleman's Magazine for March 1737, but otherwise
supposes that she "wrote very little verse after 1734" (8). In truth, no thorough
search has yet been made—nor will it prove easy once undertaken. Except in her
Poems volume, Mrs. Barber typically published her work anonymously. Without
her working papers to guide us, this means that verse not printed in the Poems
must be identified by occasion, subject, style, and other circumstantial evidence.
For instance, in the Dublin Journal of 21/25 October 1746—when she and her
husband (by 1744 apparently too incapacitated to sign a legal document) were back
in Ireland Uving at Glasnevin outside Dublin—style and circumstance suggest her
as the author of the poem beginning "What fragrant Works by Sympathy are
done," described as being by "a Person in Distress, who, if she could raise a small
Sum to carry her and her sick helpless Husband to Bath" (where the Barbers had
Hved during much of the 1730s) "would not stay any longer in this Kingdom."
Similarly in the 1730 Tunbrigialia volume, besides the six poems that she later
reprinted, there are at least two others attributable to her with a fair degree of
certainty: "On a Lady who was at Tunbridge-Wells Chapel, August 23, 1730"
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whether or not a Mary Barber or Laetitia Pilkington sounds
alive in her writings, but it is annotation that lets these works
live and breathe in good earnest. As with so many others in
the eighteenth century, their writings are occasional—thax. is,
they derive from or otherwise comment upon real-life people
and events that the authors have brushed up. against. How can
we gauge literary worth unless we know what is going on? In
her second volume of Memoirs, for instance, Mrs. Pilkington
harks back to a painful period in Dublin during late 1737 and
early 1738, between her separation and divorce on charges of
adultery. Suddenly she found herself in the limelight, snubbed
by her close female friends, and, all too often, propositioned by
their mates. At this time, when "it was quite the Mode to
attack me," she made ends meet by ghostwriting for the
stage-struck portrait painter James Worsdale, who had also been
commissioning work from her estranged husband Matthew.
When Worsdale presents one such piece at the Smock Alley
theater—a ballad opera adapted from The Taming of the Shrew
by Matthew—he has her write a "flaming Prologue to it, in
Honour of my fair Countrywomen," to be recited on
Worsdale's benefit night as author. Worsdale insists on her
attending that night, she goes on,
assuring me he would have a Lettice secured entirely for
me, or any Friends I should please to bring, and would
himself take care of placing me, and also guard me safe
out, for really I was very much afraid of receiving some
Insult. On these Promises I ventured to go; but, lo you!
the Lettice was full—but that was no matter, the Ladies
though my intimate Friends, quickly decamped, and Mrs.
DuB
g, the Fiddler's Wife, declared she had like to
faint at the sight of the odious Creature\ The Reverend
(28-9), the same church service that inspired a known poem of hers elsewhere in
Tunbrigialia, and "To WiUiam Conolly Esq." (12), invoking a familiar theme of
Irish patriotism for a rich Irish landholder who later subscribed to her Poems
volume.
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Mr. Gr
n also took to his Heels, so I had indeed the
whole Lettice for me and my Company, which were two
young Misses, daughters to my Landlady. My Goi^on
Face, instead of turning my Enemies into Stone, clapped
Wings to their Feet, and made them fly downstairs like so
many feathered Mercuries, Parson and all, though he was
bulky, and tipsy, and dull, and so forth."
This is lively and amusing material even when we cannot
identify Mrs. DuB
g the fiddler's wife or the Reverend Mr.
Gr
n, do not know what a Lettice or Lattice is, or why Mrs.
Pilkington should want to sit there. "Lattice" or "Lettice," as
it turns out, was the Dublin term for what Londoners called a
greenbox, a balcony-level box into which the gentlemen who
occupied the pit (usually drunk and disorderly) could not peer
during intermissions, as they did into the regular boxes
downstairs." Any Dubliner would have recognized Mrs.
DuB
g as the wife of the famous conductor and composer
Matthew Dubouig, Master of the King's Music in Ireland, a
Pilkington family friend who had indeed risen into prominence
through his violin virtuosity. If there is some irony in calling
Mrs. Dubouig "the Fiddler's Wife," there is more in capturing
her exclamation that she was like to faint at the sight of the
odious Creature. What little I can discover about Mrs.
Dubouig—from a poem addressed to her by the theatrical
camp-follower Benjamin Victor—suggests that she had once
been a professional singer, a career that like professional acting
and dancing, was not usually associated with female gentility or
n.
chastity." It is the bulky and tipsy Reverend Gr
" Pilkington, Memoirs (1748), II, 226-7.
Mrs. Delany, I, 294; John O'Keeffe, Recollections of the Life of John O'Keeffe,
Written by Himself (London, 1826), I, 287; and Esther K. Sheldon, Thomas
Sheridan of Smock Alley (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967), 51n84,
113n21, 114, 231.
" For Matthew Dubourg, his career, and his connections with Matthew
Pilkington—who celebrated him in a 1725 poem and had him set his royal
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however, who allows Mrs. Pilkington's art to begin opening up
for us. The initials could stand for almost anything—Green,
Grogan, Griffin, perhaps even Grattan, the name of some
parson brothers who figure elsewhere in the Memoirs. The
correct answer is Graffan, the Reverend Dr. Hugh Graffan, at
the time of writing a senior fellow of Trinity College Dublin
and Professor of Oratory and History. Eighteen years before,
Graffan had figured in one of those vehement straight-faced
Irish altercations that so alarm the English and amuse everyone
else. As a junior fellow then at T.C.D., he had been saddled
with the unpaid dogsbody job of Censor, requiring him to
supervise undergraduates penalized for pranks or nonattendance
at lectures.'^ One night on his rounds, having had a drop
taken, he burst into a delinquent student's room, provoked him
to fisticuffs, and lunging forth to retaliate, promptly fell on his
face and was drubbed. The incident inspired a series of poetical
effusions, including The Censoriad and a collection entitled
Birthday Ode to music in 1728—see Philip H. HighfiU, Jr., Kalman A. Burnim, and
Edward A. Langhans, A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians,
Dancers, Managers and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800 (Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1973-93), IV, 485-6; Brian Boydell in T. W.
Moody and W. E. Vaughan, eds., A New History of Ireland: Volume IV.
Eighteenth-Century Ireland 1691-1800 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 547, 576,
591; James WooUey, review of Foxon, Modem Philology 75 (1977): 69 (Matthew's
Ode, 1728); and [Pilkington], The Progress of Musick in Ireland, A Poem, 2nd ed.
(Dublin, 1725), 7. In 1727, in England, Duboutg had married Frances Gates,
supposedly the daughter of the noted singer Bernard Gates, master chorister of the
Chapel Royal and Westminster Abbey. Apparently it is she whom Victor
addresses as "Dona" ("Whose voice is music, and whose looks are love") in his
poem "On the Birth-Day of Mrs. D." See his Original Letters, Dramatic Pieces,
and Poems (London, 1776), HI, 53-4.
" For Hugh Graffan, a schoolfellow of Matthew's at Trinity who remained there
to become Fellow (1724), D.D. (1736), and Professor of Oratory and History
(1738), see Alumni Dublinenses, ed. George Dames Burtchaell and Thomas Ulick
Sadleir, rev. ed. (Dublin: Alex Thom, 1935), 338, and his obituary in the Dublin
Journal, 1/5 November 1743. For the job of Censor, which he held since its
creation about 1728, see The Dublin University Calendar, 1834 (Dublin: Curry,
1834), 16, and for its lack of pay, the T. C. D. Bursar's Quarterly Accounts
1718-1745, MUN/V/1/57.2, under Graffan for 1728-1731.
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Graffanio-Mastix, which variously celebrated and deplored the
combat and eulogized the fallen hero while he yet lived. In her
description of Smock Alley Mrs. Pilkington echoes one of
them, A Modest Defence of Mr. Graffan, which was full of
sympathy for the Censor:
If a Person of Business, of Credit, and "Worth,
Be bulky, and tipsy, and dull, and so forth.
He cannot pass by, but he suddenly meets
His Talents bespatter'd in dirty half-Sheets.^^
All this took place in 1730, while Mrs. Pilkington's account of
her Smock Alley visit did not appear until the end of 1748. To
the very few Dubliners who might still remember the Graffan
poems in detail, her description of the bulky and tipsy parson
fleeing her lattice would identify the man and in the process
tinge the incident with added absurdity. For most readers,
though, the quotation would not have conveyed much either
way—a minus for Mrs. Pilkington rather than a plus. (Here the
fault probably lay with her printer, Samuel Powell, a cautious
soul who inserted blanks wherever he feared libel, even in
references to her ex-husband "Mr. P
n." If the name
Graffan had been spelled out, her older and more sophisticated
readers should have caught the allusion with no more difficulty
than Pope's did the literary allusions in his verse satires.) In
print Mrs. Pilkington is more successful with her mise-en-scene,
her straight-faced description of modestly trying to avoid public
notice while contributing a "flaming" feminist prologue for
Worsdale's author's night at Smock Alley. Many Dubliners
would have remembered the winter of her separation and
divorce ten years before. Reconstructing the scene from outside
sources—contemporary newspapers, letters, and journals—we
find that Worsdale's benefit took place on 18 January 1738, just
A Modest Defence of Mr. Gr
1730), 3.

n. Being an Answer to the Censoriad (Dublin,
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three weeks before her scheduled divorce triald' At the time,
she would have been noticeably pregnant with her last child,
which, under Irish law, would be automatically declared a
bastard at her divorced' Meanwhile, Worsdale's ballad opera
that night, which survives in print, is a cheerfully libertine
affaird° Even without it, Worsdale was gaining considerable
" A hit afterpiece in Dublin that season (played at least fourteen times by May 19),
the "new Operatical Farce" A Cure for a 5c£)i!£/—advertised as "Written by Mr.
Worsdale, founded on Shakespear's Taming of the SHREW"—made its Irish debut
at Smock Alley on 16 January 1738 {Dublin News-Letter, 10/14 January).
Worsdale's benefit took place two nights later, on 18 January {Dublin Journal,
14/17 January). For the Pilkington divorce trial on 7 February, before the Dublin
diocesan consistory court, see the Dublin News-Letter and the Dublin Evening Post
of 7/11 February.
" Mrs. Pilkington reports herself pregnant at the time of her separation from
Matthew the previous fall and mentions the birth as taking place not too long after
the divorce, which was pronoimced on the day of the trial, 7 February 1738
{Memoirs, I, 178, 217, 221). The separation dates back to late September or
October 1737, judging from Dr. Edward Barry's reference to the bedroom scene
that precipitated it, in a long gossipy letter dated 28 Oct. and printed in T. Percy
C. Kirkpatrick's Report of Sir Patrick Dun's Library, Presented to the Royal College
of Physicians in Ireland On St. Luke's Day, 1919 (n.p. but Dublin, privately printed,
1919), 10, 11. For the legal provisions that bastardized children born after an
ecclesiastical divorce unless their legitimacy was demonstrated in court, see Edward
Bullingbrooke, Ecclesiastical Law; Or, The Statutes, Constitutions, Canons, Rubricks,
and Articles of the Church of Ireland (Dublin, 1770), I, 555-6, and Arthur Browne,
A Compendious View of the Ecclesiastical Law of Ireland, 2nd ed. (Dublin, 1803),
278.
See Worsdale, A Cure for a Scold. As it is now acting at the Theatres in London
and Dublin (Dublin, 1738). Unfortunately, this omits Mrs. Pilkington's special
prologue. Worsdale had first staged the opera in London three years before. The
1738 Dublin text shows a fair amount of revision, presumably Matthew
Pilkington's work. The dialogue has been brushed up in places, a new duet has
been added in Att 11 (Air XI, "Eye, nay prithee Wife"), a suggestive song made
more so ("So the Cur who possest, / A Bone of the best, / Cou'd lick it, or leave
it, at Pleasure," 19), and a long new ballad substituted for the short chorus finale
("While the duU, the morose, in a jocular Strain"). Nor was the original 1735 text
all Worsdale's work. As John Genest first pointed out in Some Account of the
English Stage (Bath, 1832), HI, 448, it derives not directly from Shakespeare but an
unmentioned intermediate source, John Lacy's comedy Sawny the Scott; Or, The
Taming of the Shrew (London, 1698). Indeed, some of Lacy's minor dialogue has
been carried over verbatim.
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notoriety that season as a ringleader of the Dublin Hell-fire
Club, or Blasters, who were rumored to meet at the Eagle
Tavern for bouts of blasphemy, debauchery, or worse.^' As a
close friend of Edward Walpole, the British prime minister's
son, Worsdale himself could not be touched. While Bishop
Berkeley thundered against the Blasters in the Irish Lords on
College Green that winter, the newspapers reported Worsdale
busy painting the portrait of His Grace the Lord Lieutenant, up
the street in Dublin Castle.^ How could Mrs. Pilkington have
For the Blasters and Worsdale's connection to them—he painted a group portrait,
and the name "James Worsdale Master of the Revels" has been found engraved on
one of their drinking glasses—see Swift's letter to John Barber of 9 March 1738, in
Correspondence, V, 97; Anne Crookshank and Desmond J. V. FitzGerald, 29th
Knight of Glin, The Painters of Ireland c. 1660-1920 (London: Barrie & Jenkins,
1978), 47-9; National Gallery of Ireland, Acquisitions 1986-1988 (Dublin, 1988),
68-70; and illustration (portrait of the Hell-fire Club), CPA Irish Arts Review, VI
(1989-90): 224.
^ The Blasters inspired Berkeley's Discourse Addressed to Magistrates and Men in
Authority, Occasioned by the Enormous Licence, and Irreligion of the Times that
winter, as well as his much-applauded speech in the House of Lords. The Lords'
inquiry culminated in a warrant for the arrest of a far less influential Blaster, the
painter Peter Paul Lens, who promply fled. See A. A. Luce, The Life of George
Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne (London: Thomas Nelson, 1949), 176-7; Journals of the
House of Lords, HI (Dublin: 1784), 414; and Sir John T. Gilbert and Lady Gilbert,
Calendar of Ancient Records of Dublin (Dublin: Joseph Dollard, 1898-1903), VIII,
304 (constables' accotmt). Meanwhile, during the week of 19-25 March 1738, we
find the Lord Lieutenant, the Duke of Devonshire, reported sitting "three Times"
for a portrait by Worsdale, hardly a mark of official suspicion or displeasure
{Dublin Journal, 25/28 March, see also Gilbert in Irish Quarterly Review 3 [1853]:
261-2n, recording payment for the portrait, frame, and a copy in April and July
1738). Young Walpole was in Dublin that season serving as secretary to the Lord
Lieutenant—a post of considerable power and influence. He shared Worsdale's
interests in painting, music, stage writing, and mimicry, in which Wondale was an
acknowledged master. Three yean earUer, back in London, Wondale had
dedicated the original venion of A Cure for a Scold to him, and in later yean
helped to foil an attempt to blackmail him for allegedly sodomizing an
unemployed Irish footman. See Wondale, A Cure for a Scold. A Ballad Farce of
Two Acts (London: n.d. but 1735), dedication; A Genuine Narrative of the
Conspiracy by Kather, Kane, Alexander, Nickson, &c. Against The Hon. Edward
Walpole (London: n.d. but 1751), 22 & passim; Victor, Original Letters, I, 193-5;
and The History of Parliament, The House of Commons 1713-1754, ed. Romney
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dared to appear publicly in Worsdale's box, on Worsdale's
benefit night, pregnant and awaiting divorce as she was? How
Matthew Pilkington must have writhed! No wonder the dull
and tipsy Hugh Graffan flew downstairs as fast as his bulk
permitted him. Knowing some of the background, which her
readers knew, we find ourselves in a position to recognize and
savor the cheerful yet oddly innocent effrontery that is so
characteristic of Mrs. Pilkington. ¥ier Memoirs breathe a gaiety,
a sense of mischief, and a fundamental unconcern about
appearances—even as she marshals them against her foes—which
strike me as extraordinary. I would not have missed editing
them for the world.
Given the necessary editorial time and effort, I have a feeling
that Mary Barber might likewise live again through her verse,
though probably not for the same reasons. To get as far as I
did with Mrs. Pilkington required going well beyond the
standard secondary sources. Indeed, for minor authors,
secondary sources do not usually amount to much. Misinfor
mation tends to be repeated over and over through the years
with few serious attempts at verification. From Prof. Tucker's
to the magisterial Roger Lonsdale's, in his Oxford anthology of
female poets, recent accounts of Mrs. Barber illustrate the
problem.^^ She was born about 1690, we are told, had either
two or four children—two or three feature in her Poems
Sedgwick (New York: Oxford University Press for the History of Parliament
Trust, 1970), II, 508.
" Eighteenth Century Women Poets: An Oxford Anthology, ed. Roger Lonsdale
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 118-19; see also Jeimett Humphreys in
DNB I (1885), 1068-9; Irvin Ehrenpreis, Swift: The Man, His Works, and the Age,
in (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983), 635-6; Anne M. Brady and
Brian Cleeve, A Biographical Dictionary of Irish Writers (Mullingar: Ldliput Press,
1985), 6; Joyce Fullard in A Dictionary of British and American Women Writers
1660-1800, ed. Janet Todd (Totowa: Rowman & Allenheld, 1985), 38; Patrick
Pagan in A Georgian Celebration: Irish Poets of the Eighteenth Century (Dublin:
Branar, 1989), 43-4; Virginia Blain, Patricia Clements, and Isobel Grundy, The
Feminist Companion to Literature in English (New Haven: Yale Univenity Press,
1990), 59; and Joanne Sbattock, The Oxford Guide to British Women Writers
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 25-6.
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volume—and finally died in 1757. However, the Dublin Journal
reports her death two years earlier, on 14 July 1755, and if she
had been born in 1690 she certainly began her reproductive
career early. The St. Werburgh's parish registers record a son's
baptism in October 1705—the first of nine or ten children
recorded there.^"* Nor was this earliest child in the registers
necessarily the Barbers' first. The surviving documents begin
only the year before. Supposedly the family lived in Capel
Street, on the semi-suburbanized north side of the Liffey. Her
husband the woollen-draper was supposedly named Jonathan.
But the parish registers consistently give their address as St.
Werburgh's Steet in the heart of the old downtown business
district, precisely where we would expect to find a successful
retailer. From them, the Registry of Deeds in Dublin, and
book subscription lists of the 1740s there can be no doubt that
his name was Rupert, not Jonathan. Instead of dying about
1733, as Lonsdale assumes, Mary's death notice indicates he was
still alive 22 years later, as does an entry that year in Mrs.
Delany's printed letters (sometimes overlooked because missed
At the Representative Church Body Library in Dublin, MSS R326.1.1 and
R326.4.1 (St. Werburgh's, Dublin, registers of baptisms, marriages, and burials,
1704-1836) list a son Richard baptised 12 October 1705, a son Robert (a slip of the
clerk's pen for Richard.') buried twelve days later in the same year, a daughter
Elizabeth buried 29 November 1708, a daughter Euphemia baptised 25 Jrme 1710
and buried 9 November the same year, a son Constantine (the future physician)
baptised 20 September 1714, a son James (otherwise "Jacob") baptised 5 September
1716 and buried 8 February 1717, a daughter Mira (otherwise "Mirah") baptised 25
December 1717, a son Rupert (otherwise "Rubert," the future painter) baptised 20
September 1719, a son Lucius (otherwise "Lucia") baptised 18 September 1720, and
a son John baptised 30 June 1724 and buried 6 November the same year. Only
Constantine, Rupert, Lucius, and Mira lived to maturity. For some reason—error
by successive parish clerks, a change in her own preferred usage—all but the last
baby ("John Son of Rupert and Mary Barbor Warburghs Street") are listed as the
offspring of Rupert and Ann Barber. No record of a first-wife burial or
second-wife marriage supports the supposition that Rupert had married twice and
that Mary was the surviving children's stepmother, not mother; for a signature of
hers as early as 1710, when she witnessed a will as "Mary, wife of Rupert Barbor,
Dublin, merchant," see P. Beryl Eustace, ed.. Registry of Deeds, Dublin, Abstracts
of Wills, volume I (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1956), #25.
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by the index) Of Mrs. Barber's character we know even less.
Both Swift and Patrick Delany risked their reputations to help
her find influential English subscribers for her poems vol
ume—including Alexander Pope, whom she boldly importuned
to correct them—and then to defend her when she was chained
with forging letters in Swift's name to Queen Caroline, praising
herself as "the best female poet of this or perhaps of any age"
and denigrating a courtier who had blocked her access to the
Queen. To a correspondent of the slandered courtier, Mrs.
Barber gave the impression of a "strange, bold, disagreeable
woman," while Swift insisted that she had "only one defect,
which is too much bashfullness."^^ Now Mary Barber was
See the subscribers' list in John Winstanley's Poems (Dublin, 1742), giving the
whole family (Rupert, Mary, all four surviving children) in correCT order of
precedence; a deed of 1744 also lists the entire family in order, with the eldest son
Constantine signing for bis father via power of attorney (Registry of Deeds,
Dublin, vol. 117, 149-51, #80074). Reporting Mary Barber's death in 1755, the
Dublin Journal of 14/17 June calls her "Wife of Mr. Rupert Barber," not "widow"
or "relict"; compare Mrs. Delany a few months earber. III, 327: "Old Mr. Barber
is alive, drinks bis claret, smokes bis pipe, and cares not a pin for any of his family."
To bis credit, Patrick Pagan catches the Delany reference in A Georgian Celebration
(1989), 44, followed by Tucker both in bis edition, 8, and in a follow-iip article in
Eighteenth-Century Ireland 7 (1992): 47, generally recapitulating information from
the edition. The error about Rupert Barber's death seems to have originated in
Ebrenpreis's biography of Swift (1983) as does the supposition that bis name was
Jonathan—the name mistakerJy recorded in bis son Constantine's matriculation
entry at Trinity College Dublin, as published in Alumni Dublinenses, 38. The
mistake about the Barbers' home in Dublin derives from Mary Barber's quarto
Poems volume, 172, a verse dirmer invitation dated "Capel-street, Dublin, January
24, 1732," during her brief visit back to Dublin in 1732-1733 when she was
presumably staying in lodgings. The Barbers bad not bved in Ireland since May
or June 1730 and did not return for good until sometime between the summer of
1737, when Lord Orrery saw her in England, and August 1741, when she wrote
Samuel Richardson from Dublin. See Swift, Correspondence, EI, 394 (2 May 1730)
and V, 65 (23 July 1737); The Orrery Papers, ed. Emily Charlotte de Burgh Caiming
Boyle, Countess of Cork and Orrery ^ndon: Duckworth, 1903), I, 223 (10 May
1737); and T. C. Dimcan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, Samuel Richardson, A
Biography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), 122, 628 (26 August 1741).
Swift, Correspondence, IH, 479-80, 449, and V, 259-60; Charlotte Clayton, Lady
Sundon, Memoirs of Viscountess Sundon, Mistress of the Robes to Queen Caroline, ed.
Katberine Byerley Thomson (London: 1847), U, 71, 68; and Mrs. Delany, I, 552.
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nothing if not an occasional writer, a poet of middle-class
motherhood responding to and writing about the children she
raised, the education she gave them, the household she ran, the
people she met, the places she went, and the events she
witnessed. If we do not know the first thing about her basic
life and character—and the same holds true for any number of
other lesser authors—I question how much we gain from
editing, anthologizing, or generalizing about her in the easy
traditional ways. How indeed can we take a full measure of her
or any other "minor" writer against the "major" ones unless we
edit them with the same attention to text, context, and literary
and biographical allusion? Meanwhile it has never been easier
to order film, fiche, or copyflo of original eighteenth-century
texts. Compared to modern scholarly publications, the cost has
never been lower. Why bother to edit a Mary Barber unless we
can substantially improve upon such vehicles? If she and others
like her deserve editorial attention at all, they deserve attention
that's serious?'
^ For the impetus and encouragement to undertake this essay I am grateful to
James E. May, Smollett editor and biobibliographical scholar extraordinaire.

